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We are a group of funding, legal

and program specialists,

supporting researchers at TU/e in

developing and executing

successful research projects. We

do this in close cooperation with

the TU/e departments and

institutes.

PERSONAL 
GRANTS

PROJECT
MANAGEMENT

The Research Support Office (RSO) is a central group of TU/e

professionals who help researchers to maximize their chances of

success with project acquisition and execution. We offer specialized

support to researchers throughout the whole research project chain.

Do you have questions or are you curious to find out what we can do for you? 

Contact us at researchsupport@tue.nl 

RESEARCH SUPPORT NETWORK

We drive the Research Support

Network, a community of

professionals in departments,

institutes and various services,

who support researchers in

developing and executing research

projects throughout the whole

research 

project chain. 
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Our program experts advise researchers and project development

officers about the possibilities of collaborative public funding for

research and innovation on European, national and regional level. 

The personal grants team advises researchers who plan to apply for a

Personal Grant (ERC, Marie Curie, NWO talent scheme) throughout the

whole application process.

The legal support team provides legal advice on issues related to

research projects such as drafting and reviewing (research-) contracts

and consortium agreements.  

The project managers support principal investigators in their research

projects with e.g. progress reporting, communication with third parties,

organization of meetings and events, and day to day management.
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PROGRAM
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The program managers are embedded in the TU/e institutes. They focus

on the development of thematic programs and resulting funding

opportunities for the researchers connected to their institute.
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